
TRADITIONAL FREE-TO-AIR CHANNELS
around Europe have seen their market share
decline gradually over the last 15 years as the
number of channels has proliferated and
analogue switchoff looms. In preparation
for the digital-only age, broadcasters have
launched new channels, some advertising
funded, others with a subscription model.

Some experts believe that sport will shift
from broadcaster's flagship free-to-air outlets
to the new pay channels. Giorgio Giovetti,
head of sports-rights acquisitions at Italian
commercial broadcaster Mediaset, said earlier
this year: "It's been clear for the last 10 years
that putting top sport on digital pay-television
services would be the way forward.

"With the prices being demanded for
sports rights, it's impossible for a commercial
broadcaster to break-even".

But other observers argue that top liv,e sport
will become more important for commercial
free-to-air channels beyond analogue
switchoff and, that for the foreseeable future,
commercial broadcasters cannot simply opt
out of a market offering content which delivers
such high audiences.

Crown jewel sports events give broadcasters

value in terms of image and positioning, and
for many broadcasters the losses are worth
making in order to create differentiation in a
crowded market and to establish an image as a
market leader.

As a new report from television audience
research company Eurodata TV Worldwide
shows, events such as the UEFA Champions
League and Formula One, regularly attract
big audiences and are, now more than
ever, must-have content, particularly for
commercial broadcasters.

The Champions League final between
Barcelona and Manchester United earlier this
year for example drew 11.3 million viewers
for Spanish commercial broadcaster Antena
3 and 9.6 million viewers for UK commercial
broadcaster ITV, two of the biggest audiences
for any genre of programming this year
in both markets. Big Champions League
audiences are not restricted to the markets of
participating teams either - the competition
has broad appeal (see chart opposite).

But events which provide strong audiences
across a number of markets, like the
Champions League and Formula One, are rare.
Many sports properties have a strong following

in particular markets, sometimes because
an event is steeped in tradition or because
a national athlete is performing well.

As the chart opposite shows, the athletics
World Championships held in Berlin in
August attracted strong audiences in the
Nordic countries, where for many years there
has been big support for track and field.

In Switzerland, the tennis grand slam
events at Roland Garros and Wimbledon
drew some of the market's highest television
audiences of the year as Roger Federer
clinched victory at both tournaments.

Sources: Yearly Sport Key Facts, an annual
report from Eurodata TV Worldwide, which analyses,
sports television audiences in over
31 countries.

It looks at a number of events which have taken
place in the last 12 months, including the Tour de
France, Wimbledon, rugby union's Six Nations and
the world championships of ice hockey and skiing,
showing how each event performs for broadcasters in
each market.

Also: BARB, TNS AM, Marktest Audimetria,
TNS Gallup, Mediamatning i Skandinavien AB,
Finnpanel Oy, Video Research.



EVENT ANALYSIS

These 'competition mappings' produced
by Eurodata TV Worldwide in Yearly Sport
Key Facts show how the 2008-09 UEFA
Champions League and the 2009 IAAF World
Championships in Berlin performed in
putling in TV viewers. The mappings feature
the markets in which the events performed
above-average.

In the case of the UEFA Champions
League, coverage drew excellent audiences
in Portugal and Spain in particular (a
combination of high number of viewers
and high audience share]. The progression
of teams into the latter stages from each
market, which in general are home to
fanatical football viewers, was the key to

the strong viewing. In Portugal, free-to-air
broadcaster RTP showed 1,473 minutes of
coverage, attracting an average audience
share of 43 per cent and a rating of 17.4,
the highest of alt markets surveyed.

Perhaps surprisingly, the competition
performed better for broadcasters in Ireland
and Poland, from which there were no
representatives, than in Germany, which had
two teams competing, illustrating the broad
appeal for the competit ion.

The IAAF World Championships
performed very strongly in the Nordic
countries. Across the nine days of
competition, Finnish public-service
broadcaster YLE attracted an average share
of 53.2 per cent and a rating of 11.8. In
neighbouring Sweden, coverage attracted an
average share of 39.3 per cent and a rating
of 7.7. and in Norway an audience share of

31.5 per cent and a rating of 6.1.
Japan, unexpectedly, was one market in

which coverage performed well. Despite the
time difference between the Far East and
central Europe, coverage on commercial
broadcaster TBS attracted an audience
share of 23.5 per cent and a rating of 3.6.
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